Abstract: Testing is a method of realizing a program with a plan to discover the software bugs. Software testing is complex and expensive process, usually consuming minimum 35% of total development time along with 50% of the total development cost. The key step of software testing is automated test data generation (ATDG). On the basis of test data suitability criteria, ATDG scheme creates best set of test data automatically. The objective of this contribution is to review the major techniques in identifying the automated test data generation. The main aim of this paper is to look into the many researches in the ATDG, various soft computing techniques and hybridization of these soft computing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is a component that is costing lots of money in software development and maintenance [1]. In software testing, test data generation is labour-intensive component. Test data is a documented data that is basically used to test the software program. Test data generation is a technique that helps to find program inputs which specify the testing requirement. Automated test data generation is a technique which helps to make software development and maintenance process cost and time effective process. Because it reduces time and cost require for software development and maintenance. There are two techniques which are used for automated test data generation such as functional and Structural testing. Structural testing are further divided into sub categories which includes different kind of approaches and implementation methods such as Random approach, Path-oriented approach, Goal-oriented approach, Static method, Dynamic method, Hybrid method, Intelligent Approach [2].

Structural Testing: These techniques are based on the core structure of a program, where test cases are selected so that structural components are covered. Examples of these techniques are statement testing, decision testing, path testing, condition testing, dataflow testing, structured testing, and domain testing [3]. Additional structural techniques could be based on different approaches and implementation methods.

Functional Testing: This type of testing is used where test cases are derived from the program’s specification and it deals with the functionality of the software. Examples of these techniques are equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis, random testing and functional analysis-based testing [3].

Random Approach: Random test data generation approach is basically consists of producing inputs at an unsystematic way until a useful input is not found. This approach is rapid and simple but might be a poor selection with complex programs and with complex adequacy standards [4].

Path-oriented Approach: Path-oriented approach is typical approach used for creating CFG (control-flow graph). In this method, at first a graph is generated first and consequently, by using the graph a particular path is selected. With the help of a technique such as symbolic assignment (in the static case otherwise it is called function minimization) test data is generated for that path in the end [5, 6]. In symbolic execution variables are used instead of actual values while traversing the path. The path-oriented approach might face the difficulties when generating paths/graphs, traversing test data through branches and predicates (infeasible path problem), and although difficulty of data types.

Goal-oriented Approach: In this approach test-data is chosen from the existing pool of candidate test data to implement the certain goal, such as a statement, no matter how the path is taken [5]. This approach includes two basic steps: to recognize a set of statements (respective branches) the covering of which involves covering the measure; to produce input test data that perform every chosen statement (respective branch) [6]. Two distinctive approaches, ‘Assertion-based’ and ‘Chaining approach’ are acknowledged as goal oriented. In the first case assertions are introduced and then resolved while in the second case data requirement investigation is carried out. Usually the goal-oriented approach considers problems of goal selection and choice of adequate test data.

Intelligent Approach: According to Pargas et al [5] the intelligent test-data generation approach frequently depend on sophisticated study of the code to guide the examine for new test data. However in the author’s view this method can be lengthy up to the intelligent investigation of program requirement as well. With the planned lengthy capability this approach will lie between functional and structural testing.

Static Methods: These are the testing methods implemented for study and testing of system illustrations such as the requirement documents, design diagrams and the software source code, either manually or automatically, without truly executing the software [7, 8]. In additional words, the static methods do not involve the software under test to be performed. They typically use symbolic implementation to achieve constraints on input variables for the precise test principle. Outcomes to these controls symbolize the test-data [9]. Implementing a program symbolically means that instead of using actual values, ‘variable substitution’ is used.
**Dynamic Method:** In this method, instead of using variable backup, these methods execute the software under test with some, feasibly randomly particular input [6]. By detecting the program flow the system can handle whether the projected path was taken or not. In case of an undesirable response the system backtracks to the node where the flow took the inappropriate path. Using different types of search methods the flow can then be changed by controlling the input in a way so that the accessible branch is taken.

**Hybrid Methods:** As the name suggests, a hybrid method is the combination of static and dynamic methods. This combination could be in the form of side-by-side use, probably resolving some tasks by using static methods and some by using the dynamic methods, or by both methods.

## II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Tahbildar et al [10] were giving an outline of automatic test data generation and obtain the basic ideas associated to automated test data generation research. They were also laboratory different execution techniques with their relative advantages and disadvantages, the future challenges and difficulties of test data generation were clarified and also define the area where more focus is essential for making automatic test data generation more effective in industry.

Bogdan Korel [11] presents another method for generation of test data which is based on tangible implementation of the program under test, function minimization methods, and energetic information flow study. In this method, Test data are established for the program using real values of input variables. When the program is performed, the program performance flow is checked. If during program performance an unwanted execution flow is observed then function minimization search algorithms are used to spontaneously locate the values of input variables for which the designated path is navigated. In addition, energetic data flow analysis is used to define those input variables answerable for the unwanted program performance, leading to important speedup of the search process.

Chauhan et al [12] proposed a metaheuristic technique spontaneously generation of test data particularly for web-based application. It is combination of GA (genetic algorithm) and fuzzy logic for automation test data generation. And then compare this combine technique with the earlier proposed hybrid GA-ACO technique. The results of new approach GAFLA is better than GA-ACO as in some cases, it has higher coverage ratio % than the GA-ACO.

Pargas et al [5] introduce a Generate Data technique by using genetic algorithm for automated test data generation. Generate Data technique is executed in a tool TGen. In TGen similar processing was used to recover the presentation of search. With the usage of TGen, an unsystematic test data generator, called Random too was performed. Both TGen and Random were in use, to observe the production of test data for statement and branch coverage.

Gupta et al [13] offered a method to generate automatic test data for object oriented software with the use of genetic algorithm. This technique helps to evaluate the suitability of both possible and impossible test cases. The projected approach shows that GA is valuable in decreasing the quantity of impossible test cases by producing test cases for object oriented software.

Chawla et al [14] offered a hybrid approach of PSO (particle swarm optimization) and GA (genetic algorithm) for automated test data generation for procedural and object oriented programs. And then compare this combine technique with the earlier proposed hybrid technique PSO and GA. PSOG performs well on all the tested classes for all other strategies under evaluation.

Singla et al [15] introduce a technique which is combination of GA and PSO, that’s why it is called GPSCA (Genetic-Particle Swarm Combined Algorithm) which is used to produce spontaneous test data for information flow analysis by using dominance concept among two nodes. The performance of the planned method is examined on quantity of programs having diverse scope and difficulty. The recitation of Genetic-Particle Swarm Combined Algorithm is associated to both Genetic and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms.

Lu et al [16] introduce an approach for producing test data for extended finite state machine (EFSM) paths as condition analysis. In this approach, GA is used to produce test data for EFSM paths. They analyze the Kalaji’s fitness function, catch out some difficulties of it, then offer a new fitness function merging the branch distance with uncovered condition ratio, and compare their proposed method with Kalaji’s method.

Gupta et al [17] presented a program implementation based method to produce test data for branch analysis. This method energetically changes to a path that deals fewer resistances to generation of an input to force implementation over it to reach the known branch. This method is appropriate to programs with common nonlinear terminologies. It can handle altered programming language features. This method is fit for automation and has prospective to deliver a useful solution to the test data generation problem.
GONG et al [18] proposed a method using GA for Producing test data for path analysis and error revealing. This technique is beneficial to some real-world programs, and equated with a random method and evolutionary optimization method.

Yao et al [19] offered a scientific model for multiple paths coverage to generate test data. Formerly, a multipopulation GA with single sharing is untaken to explain the planned model. Then examined the performance of the planned technique in several test programs. The tentative results show that the proposed method can increase the productivity of generating test data for many paths coverage.

Kumar et al [20] shows that amount of test cases essential in case of Spanning tree is fewer as associate to the Dominance tree and use an optimization method which is based on natural computing theory for the generation of debauched, exclusive and consistent test cases which is named as on Swine Influenza Models Based Optimization (SIMBO). Finally, SIMBO technique compare with PSO and GA.

Blanco et al [21] shows and analyze dualistic versions of a method established on the Scatter Search metaheuristic method for the automatic test cases generation and using a branch coverage acceptability measure. The primary test case producer, called TCSS, uses an assortment property to spread the search of test cases to all branches of the program under test in order to produce test cases that cover all branches. The another, called TCSS-LS, is an extension of the earlier test case producer which syndicates the assortment property with a limited search method that permits the growth of the search for test cases that cover the challenging branches. Their result shows good performance of their approach than many other generators.

Ahmed et al [22] proposed genetic algorithms (GA) for structural testing to generate test data automatically. They consider path coverage as the test acceptability standard. They planned a genetic algorithm-based test data originator that is, in single run, able to produce various test data to cover several target paths. Their outcomes show that their test data generator is more efficient and more effective than others.

Mehdi et al [23] present the EvoPSO algorithm using swarm intelligence paradigm. The algorithm is implemented in EvoSuite tool for the purpose of test data generation. The performance of EvoPSO has been investigated on SFIIO dataset. The performance shows that EvoPSO is efficient and can give competitive results.

Nikravan et al [24] proposed a method for path coverage analysis to generate test data. The main problem of this type testing lies in its capability to build a test suite efficiently and reduce the number of discards. They address this difficulty with a new divide-and-conquer method based on adaptive random testing approach. This method generates a lesser amount of unacceptable inputs and is capable of finding the sub-domain of several difficult constraints.

Zhu et al [25] proposed a new method to increase the productivity of generating a set of test data for several paths in Search-based Software Testing (SBST). Also, they improve the outdated grouping approach to balance the load of dissimilar calculation resources. A technique is used for gathering the constraints to decrease the search space of test data, this technique is known as symbolic execution. In order to avoid the challenges in symbolic execution, the comfortable version of constraints are projected to enhance the method. Their result shows good performance of their method in both efficiency and load balancing.

Hong et al [26] present the idea of dynamic program slicing for generating test data spontaneously; the effectiveness of creating test data can be enhanced. for generating test data. The core procedure is as follows: First, in the program, they analyze the dynamic percentage of the interest point’s variable, and catch the present value of the interest point’s variable; Then In the branch function, they use the technique of minimization, and monitor the change of program input.

Kumar Yadav et al [27] present a new method to create test data spontaneously for information flow analysis based on hybrid adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization - genetic algorithm (hybrid APSO-GA). This method developed to improve the drawbacks of genetic algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms, specifically in data flow testing. A new fitness function is also intended on the basis of the idea of dominance relations, branch weight and branch distance to direct the search route more resourcefully. This approach is then paralleled with former algorithms. The outcomes demonstrate that hybrid APSO-GA provides superior results as related to GA, PSO, ACO, DE and hybrid GA-PSO.

Li et al [28] proposed an efficient automated test data generation method for shorten the time for test data generation. For this purpose, they first elaborated the basic PSO algorithm and the improved PSO, and as a search strategy, and then they focused on the path of trajectory similarity calculation method. Experiment result shows that their combination of two methods can more efficiently generate test data.
Lam et al [29] offered an ACO approach for generation of test data for state-based software testing. A directed dynamic graph is created to represent the State chart model structure of a software system under test. Using the developed ACO algorithm, a group of ants can effectively explore the graph and generate optimal test data to achieve test coverage requirement.

Zhang et al [30] proposed an approach combining the ant colony algorithm with the branch function technique to automatically generate test data based on path coverage criteria. The approach is able to search in the model built by the input domain of program, and obtains the test data which could satisfy the selected path. At last, the efficiency of the approach is validated using the triangle program.

Nayak et al [31] introduce a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm to test cases creation for information flow testing. They simulated both the evolutionary and swarm intelligence techniques. Their experiment result shows that PSO beats GA in 100% def-use coverage percentage.

Chen et al [32] introduce a multi-population genetic algorithm (MPGA) to generate test data for path-oriented criteria. They can use a classifier known as triangle classifier as program under test, their outcomes demonstrate that this approach can generate test data for path oriented more effectively and efficiently than simple GA based approach.

III. CONCLUSION

Test data generation is most challenging issue in software testing. This paper presented the overview of various soft computing based techniques for automatic test data generation. The paper has given the short description of each soft computing based technique. In the literature we have found that soft computing based approaches are more appropriate than the hard computing based approaches. In this paper we have reviewed various recent soft computing based approaches to automatic test data generation namely ACO, GA, MPG and PSO etc.
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